
#

96

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6041 315 5.05 1.8 35.25 10 26 7.31 4.59 08'10" 27

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Versus Run, Strength at POA, Length, Feet Quickness, UOH. 

WORST

RDE, LDE

Any 3-4 scheme that can utilize his versatility and length to clog running lanes and tackle 

runners as they run through the line of scrimmage. 

2011- No Injuries. 2012- Dec. 23rd: Concussion 2013-No Injuries. 2014-Nov. 24: Turf 

Toe 2015- Week 17- Fractured Fibula - missed final game (and Pro Bowl) 2016- Week 7: 

missed game due to ankle (complications from Broken Fibula in previous years). 2017- 

Sept. 17: Played through Sprained AC Joint. Oct. 8: Played through toe injury 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

A former 2 time 2nd team All-Pro, 8th year DL veteran, who has started 104 of 108 games, played LDE & RDE

in 3-4 defensive schemes, working solely out of a 3 pt. stance, and plays multiple techniques (1, 3, 4, 5) on the

defensive front. 2017 marked 3rd year played under Defensive Coordinator, Kacy Rodgers. A nice lengthy big

build, long arms, solid AA, displaying a combination of power, quickness, lateral agility, and balance. Overall a

good 2 gap run defender, showing solid Run Diagnosis, keeping his balance thanks to lengthy big build when

engaged with OL, creates leverage with long arms, filling his gaps showing good gap containment. Good at

POA, showing good play strength in 1 on 1’s,rarely getting pushed back away from the ball, by Stacking and

Shedding, disengaging with OL using his strong hands and long arms, creating run stop opportunities for

himself, and demonstrating Solid play strength against double teams by stacking, creating opportunities for

teammates to make plays. Beats Base blocks effectively using his power and good UOH. Has strength in his

hands that allow him to shrug off and handle interior linemen. Beats Reach blocks effectively due to his good

lateral movement along the LOS, as he flashes AA and quick feet to pursue and move through traffic to make

tackles on playside. Success in pass rush comes from the interior against smaller sized guards, where he uses

his power and strong hands to push and pull to create openings. Looks for pass deflections if he doesn’t win

the pass rush battle. Has played through injuries in 2017, which shows he does want to play, despite Effort

seen on each play. Adequate upfield burst limits ability to get in the backfield. More of a lateral mover so most

of his production comes as the runner crosses the LOS. Isn’t able to consistently get off Double Teams.

Adequate change of direction prevents pursuit opportunities on backside plays due to his inconsistency to put

in effort when the play is directed to the opposite direction. Adequate pass rush ability. Doesn’t get off quick

enough in passing situations. If his initial move fails then he offers little to no effort to counter. Ineffective in

implementing pass rush plan due to inconsistent effort, which has led to limited sack production. Consistency,

Effort, and Lack of Preparation concerns prevent him from using his quick feet enough in pass rush and using

his powerful arms in his bull rush, lacking the necessary leverage to close the pocket. Has consistency issues

with pad level, which also results in inconsistent leverage. Adequate ability to process and make plays even

though he has solid AA and quick feet, showing adequate Play Recognition reacting slowly to screens and play

actions. Marginal motor and effort is a concern and accounts for some of the inconsistencies between his

intriguing traits and lackluster production. Conditioning is a concern that showed as he didn’t finish off drives

or play tougher/stronger in goalline situations. Gives up on a play once the play goes backside or to other

direction of the field. Concerning that a player with his early success has declined this rapidly. Has had issues

with numerous team rules violations and locker room drama. Overall, he is a solid starting 5 tech 3-4 DE, who

can contain the gaps and defend the run, but would benefit being in a rotation due to his declining PR

technique, lack of Upfield Burst, and marginal effort resulting in limited production in PR situations. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

108
Games Started

104
Games Won

Upfield Burst, Pass Rush, Motor/Effort, Consistency

PROJECTION Starting 3-4 Strong Side DE, with capabilities to play on the Weak Side as well. Needs to be 

in a scheme that utilizes length, strong hands, and foot quickness to stop the run and work 

effectively as a 5 tech DE in a 3-4, but also take advantage of his versatility to move him 

around odd fronts in pass rush subpackages as a 1, 3, or 7 Tech. If he continues to digress 

and show adequate upfield burst and pass rush techniques it will limit his ability to 

contribute on passing downs, which may result in rotational usage. Adequate EDGE 

defender that wouldn’t translate well to a 4-3 DE, and lacks the traits of an interior 4-3 DL. 

2017: at OAK, vs JAX, vs NE, vs ATL, vs CAR

45
Winning %

42%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Started 104 of 108 Games Played. 2 time 2nd team All-Pro. 1 time Pro Bowl. From 2012-

2015 (4 seasons) he accounted for 33.5 sacks, 19 passes defended, 8 FF, and 4 FR. Sits 6th 

on NY Jets career sacks leaderboard. Sack numbers are considerably lower since 2015 

having 8 sacks over the 2016, 2017 season. Averaged 8.4 sacks per season over his first 4 

seasons, which is more than his sack total over the last 2 seasons that resulted in just 4 

sacks per season over the last 2 seasons. 
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Prospect (Last, First)

Wilkerson, Muhammad
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DL
DOB (Age)

10-22-89 (28)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Boggs, Tucker
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